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Great investors are like great sailors…
They wisely monitor the elements, always respecting that which
may be out of their control, venturing to sea when conditions are
favorable, or toward safe harbor when deemed unfavorable.
In other words, they assess their odds for success and avoidance
of peril, then act accordingly.
That makes for pretty darn good investment advice if you ask me.
RAM®

That is why we expanded the use of our
Score patented
formula to seven additional, popular indexes, in addition to our
mainstay, the S&P 500. Then we added (at no charge) the
additional option of including RAM Score on top of any of our
Portformulas Technical Focus Series investment strategies.
This means that if RAM Score indicates (via a resulting negative
calculation) that individual equity investing is experiencing
unfavorable conditions, then we will automatically park your
investment dollars into a money market position until those
conditions appear more favorable.
It’s important to understand that this trending approach is NOT
what is often referred to as “market timing” or “day trading,” but it
is also much more actively monitored than a simple “buy & hold”
approach … both of which I feel (for differing reasons) can be
dangerous ways to approach investing. This formulaic trending
approach, supported by RAM Score, is a monthly analysis
designed to assess the current trend in the stock market
indexes. If the trend appears favorable, then the appropriate
formula-driven investments are made. But if the trend appears
questionable or unfavorable, then the system overrules normal
equity investments and retreats to a different position (in the
case of most strategies, that position is a money market). To use
my earlier analogy, this is our way of “sailing the markets.”
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RAM Score is our patented trending indicator that is utilized within the
Fundamental Focus and Technical Focus Series’ to aid in the investment
decision process.

Mapper Scores™
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7

5
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Mapper Score represents the number of stocks within a given index that have
met the criteria for ownership consideration within the Technical Focus Series.

I am excited to share with you the RAM Score graphics for all
eight indexes in this month’s Trending Report. I think you will
enjoy the story they visually illustrate. On the next page, each
chart begins in the year 2000. The BLACK LINE indicates the
performance of each index. The RED VALLEYS indicate periods
when RAM Score is negative (triggering a retreat from individual
equities), while the GREEN MOUNTAINS indicate periods when
RAM Score is positive (triggering our formulaic individual stock
equity investment criteria). Finally, the BLUE LINE illustrates the
hypothetical scenario of applying RAM Score against the index
and following its trending investment calculations accordingly. As
you can see, I believe this makes for a powerful investing tool,
not widely available to individual investors.
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S&P 500 with RAM Score:

RUSSELL 2000 with RAM Score:

NASDAQ with RAM Score:

RUSSELL 3000 with RAM Score:

DJIA (Dow Jones) with RAM Score:

S&P 100 with RAM Score:
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RUSSELL 1000 with RAM Score:

NASDAQ-100 with RAM Score:

As they say, a picture is worth a thousand words. But keep in
mind, RAM Score does not guarantee against market losses – it
only guarantees how we will unemotionally apply the investment
formulas on your behalf based upon the Portformulas investment
strategies you select.
Obviously, one cannot capture every up month and avoid every
down month, but one can take a risk-managed approach by
assessing the conditions, then choosing to invest in equities or
otherwise in any given month. This is what is done automatically
for you if RAM Score is included within your investment strategy.
And although we break down the analysis to a monthly basis, as
you can see on the charts above, this is still a long-term investment
approach that needs time to prevail and accomplish its full benefits
on your behalf. As with any stock market investment, Portformulas
should represent only your long term investment dollars.
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Do you remember the fairytale of The Three Bears?

Well, sometimes I tell a similar story when explaining investment
philosophies to people. Papa Bear’s approach was “too hard,”
much like market timing or day trading. It tends to create a
tremendous amount of angst, frustration, and worry. Momma
Bear’s approach was “too soft,” similar to buy & hold. It tends to
assume everything will take care of itself over time and you must
just accept the good with the bad at all costs.
Then there was Baby Bear’s approach. Basically, Baby Bear
made his stand in the middle. Not too hard, not too soft, but “just
right.” This is how we feel about the formulaic trending approach
that we adhere to at Portformulas. We don’t believe it’s wise to
market time or day trade as it’s too easy to trip yourself up and get
whipsawed (when the market goes up but you predicted it would
go down or vice-versa). We also do not agree with buy & hold as it
requires an investor to ride out extended storms and bear markets
(see how I worked that bear reference in) regardless of sometimes
overwhelming information. We feel formulaic trending, like Baby
Bear, is just right – making monthly assessments based on
market and economic trending data, then investing accordingly in
monthly blocks of time.
On a final note, we believe in full transparency at Portformulas,
so if you really desire to dig deep and understand how we
calculate our RAM Score assessments, you will find even
greater detail on the following pages.
Also included is a single page for each index to which we apply
RAM Score. These detailed pages contain the overall graphics
I shared earlier, but they also include the detail of 13-month
blown-up views that give greater insight about the overall
calculation, as well as the seven subcomponents that together
make up each RAM Score calculation. Visually, you can see how
each subcomponent has been reacting and moving over the last
13 months. Mathematically, each subcomponent is appropriately
weighted and aggregated so that zero becomes the baseline.
Thus, when RAM Score is a positive number, we invest in
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individual equities accordingly. But when RAM Score is negative,
we will take a different course of action, like investing in money
markets as I shared earlier. Needless to say, this is a valuable
patent that has assisted many investors in the management of
their accounts over the years.
If you have any questions, I encourage you to meet with your
financial advisor. They can help you identify which Portformulas
investment strategies (with or without RAM Score) may be best
suited for your portfolio!
Thank you for your continued confidence in Portformulas and
our formulaic trending investment strategies!

Mike Walters, CEO
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RAM® SCORE APPLIED TO S&P 500
This data is used with
certain strategies within the
Fundamental Focus and
Technical Focus Series.

About the S&P 500 index: This index is based on the common stock prices of 500 top publicly-traded American companies, as determined by Standard & Poor’s. In general, in
includes both growth stocks and the generally less volatile value stocks.
About RAM Score: RAM Score is a patented “trending” tool that takes into account several dynamic U.S. market and economic indicators. It features a core baseline that allows
for correlation between these indicators so that they may be combined together for an overall RAM Score. As a trending tool, we believe that a positive RAM Score signals a more
favorable environment for individual equity investing, while a negative RAM Score suggests a less favorable environment for individual equity investments.
About the Fundamental Focus Series: The Fundamental Focus Series investment strategies use RAM Score plus qualitative and quantitative qualification criteria to select
targeted holdings across multiple indexes. Its primary selection criteria focus is on the fundamental data of each company that fits the initial universe of stocks being considered
for portfolio inclusion.
About the Technical Focus Series: The Technical Focus Series investment strategies provide for the optional addition of RAM Score applied to the specific stock market
index being evaluated. These investment strategies evaluate technical data as it relates to the price movement of the particular stocks within the index being evaluated for
portfolio inclusion.
Investing Note: Portformulas believes there are significant seasonal trends that historically occur in the market. RAM Score was developed to assist our firm in evaluating what we
believe to be the current stock market trends or “changing seasons.”
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RAM® SCORE APPLIED TO NASDAQ COMPOSITE INDEX
This data is used within the
Freedom NSDQ Technical
Focus strategy.

About the NASDAQ index: The NASDAQ Composite Index measures all NASDAQ domestic and international based common-type stocks listed on the Nasdaq Stock Market. This
index is generally weighted more towards technology and internet stocks; as a result, the listed companies are generally considered to have strong growth potential but may be prone
to higher volatility.
About RAM Score: RAM Score is a patented “trending” tool that takes into account several dynamic U.S. market and economic indicators. It features a core baseline that allows
for correlation between these indicators so that they may be combined together for an overall RAM Score. As a trending tool, we believe that a positive RAM Score signals a more
favorable environment for individual equity investing, while a negative RAM Score suggests a less favorable environment for individual equity investments.
About the Technical Focus Series: The Technical Focus Series investment strategies provide for the optional addition of RAM Score applied to the specific stock market
index being evaluated. These investment strategies evaluate technical data as it relates to the price movement of the particular stocks within the index being evaluated for
portfolio inclusion.
Investing Note: Portformulas believes there are significant seasonal trends that historically occur in the market. RAM Score was developed to assist our firm in evaluating what we
believe to be the current stock market trends or “changing seasons.”
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RAM® SCORE APPLIED TO DJIA
This data is used within the
Freedom DJ30 Technical
Focus strategy.

About the Dow Jones Industrial Average Index: The Dow Jones Industrial Average, also referred to as The Dow®, is a price-weighted measure of 30 U.S. blue-chip companies.
The Dow covers all industries with the exception of transportation and utilities.
About RAM Score: RAM Score is a patented “trending” tool that takes into account several dynamic U.S. market and economic indicators. It features a core baseline that allows
for correlation between these indicators so that they may be combined together for an overall RAM Score. As a trending tool, we believe that a positive RAM Score signals a more
favorable environment for individual equity investing, while a negative RAM Score suggests a less favorable environment for individual equity investments.
About the Technical Focus Series: The Technical Focus Series investment strategies provide for the optional addition of RAM Score applied to the specific stock market
index being evaluated. These investment strategies evaluate technical data as it relates to the price movement of the particular stocks within the index being evaluated for
portfolio inclusion.
Investing Note: Portformulas believes there are significant seasonal trends that historically occur in the market. RAM Score was developed to assist our firm in evaluating what we
believe to be the current stock market trends or “changing seasons.”
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RAM® SCORE APPLIED TO RUSSELL 2000
This data is used within the
Freedom R2000 Technical
Focus strategy.

About the Russell 2000 Index: The Russell 2000 Index measures the performance of the small-cap segment of the U.S. equity universe. The Russell 2000 is a subset of the
Russell 3000® Index representing approximately 10% of the total market capitalization of that index. In includes approximately 2000 of the smallest securities based on a combination
of their market cap and current index membership. The index is constructed to provide a comprehensive and unbiased small-cap barometer and is completely reconstituted annually
to ensure larger stocks do not distort the performance and characteristics of the true small-cap opportunity set.
About RAM Score: RAM Score is a patented “trending” tool that takes into account several dynamic U.S. market and economic indicators. It features a core baseline that allows
for correlation between these indicators so that they may be combined together for an overall RAM Score. As a trending tool, we believe that a positive RAM Score signals a more
favorable environment for individual equity investing, while a negative RAM Score suggests a less favorable environment for individual equity investments.
About the Technical Focus Series: The Technical Focus Series investment strategies provide for the optional addition of RAM Score applied to the specific stock market
index being evaluated. These investment strategies evaluate technical data as it relates to the price movement of the particular stocks within the index being evaluated for
portfolio inclusion.
Investing Note: Portformulas believes there are significant seasonal trends that historically occur in the market. RAM Score was developed to assist our firm in evaluating what we
believe to be the current stock market trends or “changing seasons.”
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RAM® SCORE APPLIED TO RUSSELL 3000
This data is used within the
Freedom R3000 Technical
Focus strategy.

About the Russell 3000 Index: The Russell 3000 Index measures the performance of 3,000 publicly-traded U.S. companies based on total market capitalization, which represents
approximately 98 percent of the “investable” U.S. market.
About RAM Score: RAM Score is a patented “trending” tool that takes into account several dynamic U.S. market and economic indicators. It features a core baseline that allows
for correlation between these indicators so that they may be combined together for an overall RAM Score. As a trending tool, we believe that a positive RAM Score signals a more
favorable environment for individual equity investing, while a negative RAM Score suggests a less favorable environment for individual equity investments.
About the Technical Focus Series: The Technical Focus Series investment strategies provide for the optional addition of RAM Score applied to the specific stock market
index being evaluated. These investment strategies evaluate technical data as it relates to the price movement of the particular stocks within the index being evaluated for
portfolio inclusion.
Investing Note: Portformulas believes there are significant seasonal trends that historically occur in the market. RAM Score was developed to assist our firm in evaluating what we
believe to be the current stock market trends or “changing seasons.”
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RAM® SCORE APPLIED TO S&P 100
This data is used within the
Freedom SP100 Technical
Focus strategy.

About the Standard & Poor’s 100 Index: The S&P 100 Index is a subset of the S&P 500 index. It is comprised of 100 leading U.S. stocks with exchange-listed options. The
constituents listed in the S&P 100 Index are generally considered to be the largest companies by market capitalization of the S&P 500 and span across multiple industries.
About RAM Score: RAM Score is a patented “trending” tool that takes into account several dynamic U.S. market and economic indicators. It features a core baseline that allows
for correlation between these indicators so that they may be combined together for an overall RAM Score. As a trending tool, we believe that a positive RAM Score signals a more
favorable environment for individual equity investing, while a negative RAM Score suggests a less favorable environment for individual equity investments.
About the Technical Focus Series: The Technical Focus Series investment strategies provide for the optional addition of RAM Score applied to the specific stock market
index being evaluated. These investment strategies evaluate technical data as it relates to the price movement of the particular stocks within the index being evaluated for
portfolio inclusion.
Investing Note: Portformulas believes there are significant seasonal trends that historically occur in the market. RAM Score was developed to assist our firm in evaluating what we
believe to be the current stock market trends or “changing seasons.”
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RAM® SCORE APPLIED TO RUSSELL 1000
This data is used within the
Freedom R1000 Technical
Focus strategy.

About the Russell 1000 Index: The Russell 1000 Index is a subset of the Russell 3000 Index and is comprised of the largest securities based upon a combination of market
capilization and current index membership. The index is considered to represent approximately 90% of the United States market capilization. The smallest company included in the
Russell 1000 Index has a market capitalization over $1.75 Billion.
About RAM Score: RAM Score is a patented “trending” tool that takes into account several dynamic U.S. market and economic indicators. It features a core baseline that allows
for correlation between these indicators so that they may be combined together for an overall RAM Score. As a trending tool, we believe that a positive RAM Score signals a more
favorable environment for individual equity investing, while a negative RAM Score suggests a less favorable environment for individual equity investments.
About the Technical Focus Series: The Technical Focus Series investment strategies provide for the optional addition of RAM Score applied to the specific stock market
index being evaluated. These investment strategies evaluate technical data as it relates to the price movement of the particular stocks within the index being evaluated for
portfolio inclusion.
Investing Note: Portformulas believes there are significant seasonal trends that historically occur in the market. RAM Score was developed to assist our firm in evaluating what we
believe to be the current stock market trends or “changing seasons.”
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RAM® SCORE APPLIED TO NASDAQ 100
This data is used within the
Freedom N100 Technical
Focus strategy.

About the Nasdaq-100 Index: The Nasdaq-100 Index is comprised of the 100 largest non-financial companies that are listed on the NASDAQ. It is a modified capitalization-weighted
index with weighting determined in accordance with market capitalization. The index consists of a broad range of sectors including industrial, technology, retail, telecommunication,
biotechnology, health care, transportation, media and service companies. The index has a regularly scheduled re-ranking of its constituents annually in December.
About RAM Score: RAM Score is a patented “trending” tool that takes into account several dynamic U.S. market and economic indicators. It features a core baseline that allows
for correlation between these indicators so that they may be combined together for an overall RAM Score. As a trending tool, we believe that a positive RAM Score signals a more
favorable environment for individual equity investing, while a negative RAM Score suggests a less favorable environment for individual equity investments.
About the Technical Focus Series: The Technical Focus Series investment strategies provide for the optional addition of RAM Score applied to the specific stock market
index being evaluated. These investment strategies evaluate technical data as it relates to the price movement of the particular stocks within the index being evaluated for
portfolio inclusion.
Investing Note: Portformulas believes there are significant seasonal trends that historically occur in the market. RAM Score was developed to assist our firm in evaluating what we
believe to be the current stock market trends or “changing seasons.”
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MAPPER® SCORE OVERVIEW
This data is used within
the Technical Focus Series
investment strategies.

About the Mapper Score: Mapper Score is a proprietary “trending” tool that takes into account several dynamic components of the underlying stocks represented within an index.
The technical criteria used seeks to identify specific stocks within an index that are demonstrating strength in a number of technical areas. The Mapper Score is a representation of
how many stocks within a given index are meeting minimum requirements to be considered for portfolio inclusion. As a trending tool, we believe that the higher the percentage of
qualifying stocks, the greater the strength of the overall index at that point in time.
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Please note that there are a number of important disclosures that must be considered before investing in Portformulas. Please read the information
and disclosures contained in Portformulas’ hypothetical carefully before investing. Any performance figures referenced herein are hypothetical and
are not indicative of future results. Purchases and sales of securities within Portformulas’ various strategies may be made without regard to how long
you have been invested, which could result in tax implications.
RAM Score and Mapper Score General Disclosures
These illustrations do not represent any particular Portformula® strategy nor is it intended to recommend any Portformula strategy or the RAM ®
Score feature. The information on this page simply attempts to illustrate how our firm’s RAM Score Allocation Management feature operates.
This feature can be applied to many Portformula models at no additional cost.
RAM Score utilizing the S&P 500 was not developed until January 2010. Prior to January 2010, clients were utilizing RAM Score’s predecessor,
RAM. Clients utilizing RAM may have had different results than those reflected above. RAM Score movement prior to 2010 is hypothetical and
based on retroactive application of RAM Score’s indicators to market and economic conditions existing at the time. RAM Score utilizing various
other indices as a benchmark were not developed until 2016. Illustrations utilizing the application of these formulas is hypothetical based upon how
we believe this feature would have responded to previous market conditions. Portformulas was not managing assets prior to 2007.
It is important to understand that RAM Score is only a tool designed to assist our firm’s management of your account. RAM Score does not
guarantee any specific results or performance and even with RAM Score on your account, it is possible that your account will lose value. RAM
Score moves assets into or out of the market based on various economic and market indicators. It is possible that the market will move positively
while you are not invested or negatively while you are invested, resulting in losses. Any Portformula strategy may under-perform or produce
negative results.
RAM Score is a management tool that utilizes Portformulas’ patented scoring system. Services discussed herein may be covered by United
States Patent No. 8,630,940. Additional patents pending.
These illustrations utilize various well-known indices in an effort to provide a recognizable frame of reference, and correspond with the various pools
of assets that Portformulas strategies analyze. Indices such as those illustrated are not publicly available investment vehicles and cannot be purchased.
Portformula Investment Strategy - Exclusively from Portformulas IMPORTANT NOTICE: Past performance is no guarantee of future results
and your actual results may vary. Investing carries an inherent element of risk. Potential for substantial loss in principal and income exists. You
should only invest in Portformulas upon receiving and reading the Portformulas ADV. Portformulas is an SEC registered investment advisor. SEC
File No. 801-68276. SEC Registration does not imply a certain level of skill or training. ©2009 – 2016 USA Financial®.
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